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What is LATEX?

WYSIWYG vs. WYGIWYN

MS Word or Libre Office: WYSIWYG (what-you-see-is-what-you-get)

LATEX is a powerful typesetting system developed for complex scientific
documents.
τ χ (TEX) was developed between 1977 and 1986 by Donald E. Knuth.
LATEX is an interface with helpful macros for the TEX system. It was written by
Leslie Lamport (= Lamport TEX).
LATEX works with markup tagging conventions – similar to HTML – . . .

LATEX: WYGIWYN or WYGIWYM (what-you-get-is-what-you-need/mean)

to define the structure of the document (e.g. chapters and sections),
for typographic marking (e.g. bold and italics),
for cross-references (e.g. citations)
...
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Why should I use it?

Why should I use it?

Why should I use it?

You can save time (not a the very beginning!).
You can concentrate on the content, your computer can take care of the styles.
Your product looks very professional.
TEX files are robust, lightweight, and can be versioned easily.
Many editorials and conferences work with LATEX and you have to use their
style sheets.
One program, all functions: article, book, poster, presentations, . . .
There is a big online community solving problems and giving suggestions for
anything!
https://tex.stackexchange.com
Really, anything:

https://tex.stackexchange.com/q/279100

Figure 1: https://xkcd.com/1301/

It is for free.
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Books & Articles
The Alor-Pantar
languages

Language Science Press
Berlin

History and typology

Language Science Press
Habelschwerdter Allee 45
14195 Berlin, Germany
langsci-press.org

Edited by Marian Klamer

This title can be downloaded at:
http://langsci-press.org/catalog/book/22
© 2014, the authors
Published under the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 Licence (CC BY 4.0):
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
ISBN: 978-3-944675-48-0
Cover and concept of design: Ulrike Harbort
Typesetting: Sebastian Nordhoff; Timm Lichte
Proofreading: Benedikt Singpiel
Storage and cataloguing done by FU Berlin

What can you do with LATEX?

Studies in Diversity Linguistics 3

language
science
press

Contents

Language Science Press has no responsibility for the persistence or accuracy of
URLs for external or third-party Internet websites referred to in this publication,
and does not guarantee that any content on such websites is, or will remain, accurate or appropriate. Information regarding prices, travel timetables and other
factual information given in this work are correct at the time of first publication
but Language Science Press does not guarantee the accuracy of such information
thereafter.

Preface and acknowledgements
Marian Klamer

1

Preface and acknowledgements
Marian Klamer

1

The Alor-Pantar languages: Linguistic context, history and typology
Marian Klamer

5

2 The internal history of the Alor-Pantar language family
Gary Holton & Laura C. Robinson

55

3 The relatedness of Timor-Kisar and Alor-Pantar languages: A preliminary
demonstration
Antoinette Schapper, Juliette Huber & Aone van Engelenhoven
99
4 The linguistic position of the Timor-Alor-Pantar languages
Gary Holton & Laura C. Robinson
5 Kinship in the Alor-Pantar languages
Gary Holton

155
199

6 Elevation in the spatial deictic systems of Alor-Pantar languages
Antoinette Schapper

247

7 Numeral systems in the Alor-Pantar languages
Antoinette Schapper & Marian Klamer

285

8 Numeral words and arithmetic operations in the Alor-Pantar languages
Marian Klamer, Antoinette Schapper, Greville Corbett, Gary Holton, František Kratochvíl & Laura C. Robinson
337
9 Plural number words in the Alor-Pantar languages
Marian Klamer, Antoinette Schapper & Greville Corbett

375

This volume presents some of the results of the research project ‘Alor-Pantar
languages: Origin and theoretical impact’. This project was one of the five collaborative research projects in the EuroCORES programme entitled ‘Better Analyses Based on Endangered Languages’ (BABEL) which was funded by the European Science Foundation from 2009-2012. The ‘Alor-Pantar’ project involved researchers from the University of Surrey (Dunstan Brown, Greville Corbett, Sebastian Fedden), the University of Alaska Fairbanks (Gary Holton, Laura Robinson),
and Leiden University (Marian Klamer, Antoinette Schapper). František Kratochvíl (Nanyang Technological University) was an affiliated researcher. Brown,
Corbett and Fedden (Surrey) were funded by the Arts and Humanities Research
Council (UK) under grant AH/H500251/1; since April 2013, Corbett, Brown and
Fedden were funded by the Arts and Humanities Research Council (UK) under
grant AH/K003194/1. Robinson was funded by the National Science Foundation
(US), under BCS Grant No. 0936887. Schapper was funded by the Netherlands
Organisation for Scientific Research (NWO) from 2009-2012. The project website
is: www.alor-pantar.org.
This volume represents the “state-of-art” of linguistic research in Alor-Pantar
languages. Several chapters relate to work that has been published earlier, as
explained in what follows.
Chapter 2 builds on methodology described previously in Holton et al. (2012)
and Robinson & Holton (2012a), but the current chapter draws on new lexical
data. In particular, the number of reconstructed proto-Alor-Pantar forms has
been increased by 20% over that reported in Holton et al. (2012), and many additional cognate sets have been identified. It also differs from Robinson and Holton
(2012a) in that the latter work focuses on computational methodology, arguing
for the superiority of using phylogenetic models with lexical characters over traditional approaches to subgrouping, whereas chapter 2 of this volume simply

Klamer, Marian. 2014. Preface and acknowledgements. In Marian Klamer
(ed.), The Alor-Pantar languages: History and typology. Berlin: Language
Science Press. 1–3
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Posters & Letters

Trees

Filler complexity in long-distance wh-extractions in German
Constantin Freitag & Sophie Repp
Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin

IP
I. Introduction

II. Methods

Hofmeister and Sag (2010) and Hofmeister (2008) found that the processing of
�ller-gap dependencies with an extracted wh-phrase in English is sensitive to
the complexity of the wh-phrase (also cf. Frazier and Clifton, 2002).
times of the word after the extracted wh-phrase were longer after a
which-phrase than after a bare wh-word.
� At the gap site, in contrast, RTs were shorter for ‘which-gaps’ than for bare
‘wh-gaps’.
Suggested reasons: greater informativity of which-phrase, therefore –
� reduced likelihood of misanalysis (‘early gap �lling’) so no continued
reanalysis
� easier retrieval due to increased activation and resistance to interference
� Our �ndings from German call the generality of these �ndings and their
interpretation into question.

Exp. 1: Self-Paced Reading
Exp. 2: Acceptability Judgement
� Thermometer Judgement paradigm
word-by-word
presentation in a stationary window
(Featherston, 2008) – Participants
judged sentence pairs relative to two
reading + answer task
�xed anchor sentence pairs
� 48 Participants saw 36 critical items and
� 36 Participants saw 36 critical items and
110 unrelated �llers each
64 unrelated �llers each
2×3 Design
� Non-cumulative

� Reading

� Task:

T���: b���l��� – no island violation; ��p� – violation of the Complex
Noun Phrase Constraint
� F����� T���: b��� – bare wh-pronoun; wh��h – which-NP phrase;
��j – a which-NP phrase with adjective and adverb
� S�������

Prof. Dr. Marc H. Scholl

Universität Konstanz ⋅ Fach 188 ⋅ 78457 Konstanz

Frau
Julia Wandt
Universität Konstanz
– Kommunikation und Marketing –
Universitätsstraße 10

FB Informatik & Informationswissenschaft
Universitätsstraße 10
78454 Konstanz
+49 (0) 75 31 / 88 - 44 32
Fax: +49 (0) 75 31 / 88 - 35 77

III. Materials
Context:
Question:

16. 10. 2014

‘Nils will betray (the fact) that Jana has backed the beguiler who was on the run and is su�ciently well-known.’
����
�������� Weni/
����

�����
���
Welchen Betrügeri/ Welchen hinreichend bekannten Betrügeri wird Nils

verraten, dass Jana ti gedeckt hat?

������� den �üchtigen Betrüger
‘the fugitive beguiler’

������� den müden Betrüger
‘the tired beguiler’

���������� den großen Dieb
‘the tall thief’

hier der Standardbrief mit Bankzeile im Fuß.
Exp. 1: Answer Times
(2-way repeated measures ANOVAs)
e�ect of S������� Typ�: �������� faster than ����
e�ect of F�ll�� Typ�: ��� faster than �����/����
overall answer accuracy (93%–95% per condition)

� Main
� Main
� High

BASELINE

CNPC
Filler Type

2400

BARE

2200

WHICH

2000

ADJ

1800

BARE

WHICH

ADJ

BARE

WHICH

Exp. 2: Acceptability Judgments
(Z-Scores and 2-way repeated measures ANOVAs)
e�ect of S������� Typ�: �������� more
acceptable than ����
of S������� Typ� and F�ll�� Typ�:
��������: ����=�����=���; ����: ����<���

� Main

� Interaction

Centered Z−Score

Answer Time in ms

Exp. 1: Residual Reading Times
(2-way repeated measures ANOVAs)
main e�ects of S������� Typ�
e�ects of F�ll�� Typ�: Matrix
clause (3 words after �ller): longer RTs
for ��� than for ����/�����;
Retrieval region (embedded clause verb
and aux): longer RTs for ��� than for
����/�����

� No

� Main

ADJ

BASELINE

●

●

−0.10

●

●
−0.15

Residual Reading Time

Residual Reading Time

●

0.00

ADJ

BARE

WHICH

ADJ

●

Matrix Clause
Retrieval Region

−0.05

●

wird

Nils

verraten,

Jana

gedeckt

� Exp.

1: Retrieving a more complex wh-phrase is
more, rather than less costly than retrieving a less
complex wh-phrase – evidenced by the reading
times for ���.
disadvantage of a very complex wh-�ller at the
retrieval site might be due to the activation of more
semantic features, which is indicated by the
advantage of ��� in the answer times (exclusion of
answer alternatives).
2: In ungrammatical island violations,

ti

Mit freundlichen Grüßen

●
●

hat.

Wen/
hinreichend bekannten
Welchen

Betrüger

wird

Nils

die

Tatsache

verraten,

dass

Jana

gedeckt

hat.

Marc H. Scholl
Summary

� Exp.

den Wagen
the car

●

●
●

−0.20

dass

V. Discussion

� The

V0

●
●
−0.15

●
●

Betrüger

Lorem ipsum dolor sit Mathe: 1 + 2 = 5√49 amet, consectetur adipisicing elit, sed do eiusmod
tempor incididunt ut labore et dolore magna aliqua. Ut enim ad minim veniam, quis nostrud
exercitation ullamco laboris nisi ut aliquip ex ea commodo consequat. Duis aute irure dolor in
reprehenderit in voluptate velit esse cillum dolore eu fugiat nulla pariatur. Excepteur sint
occaecat cupidatat non proident, sunt in culpa qui officia deserunt mollit anim id est laborum.

−0.10

●
−0.20

Wen/
hinreichend bekannten
Welchen

ADJ

ADJ

Region
●

kaufti
buys

DP

WHICH

WHICH

BARE
WHICH

0.05

ADJ

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipisicing elit, sed do eiusmod tempor incididunt ut
labore et dolore magna aliqua. Ut enim ad minim veniam, quis nostrud exercitation ullamco
laboris nisi ut aliquip ex ea commodo consequat. Duis aute irure dolor in reprehenderit in
voluptate velit esse cillum dolore eu fugiat nulla pariatur. Excepteur sint occaecat cupidatat non
proident, sunt in culpa qui officia deserunt mollit anim id est laborum.

V′

BARE

BARE

CNPC (95% CI)
●

WHICH

Retrieval Region

finite
tii

Filler Type

0.2
0.0
−0.2
−0.4

Filler Type

BARE

Matrix Clause

●

CNPC

0.6
0.4

BASELINE (95% CI)
Filler Type

Region

0.00

−0.05

I0

VP

Sehr geehrte Frau Wandt,

IV. Results

0.05

Peter
Peter

Die KOMA-Script Letter Klasse uknbrief und eine Briefvorlage für LATEX-Nutzer
Seite: 1 / 1

Weni/ Welchen Betrügeri/ Welchen hinreichend bekannten Betrügeri wird Nils die Tatsache verraten, dass Jana ti gedeckt hat?
who.acc which.acc beguiler which.acc su�ciently well-known beguiler will Nils the fact
betray that Jana backed has
‘Who/ Which beguiler/ Which su�ciently well-known beguiler will Nils betray (the fact) that Jana has backed?’

Answers:
(only SPR)

I′

DPii

Marc.Scholl@uni-konstanz.de
dbis.uni-konstanz.de

78464 Konstanz

increasing informativity of the wh-�ller improves
overall acceptability.
Interpretation
� Probably a trade-o�: more complex structural
information is more costly to process but more
semantic information also helps to identify referents
in a discourse.
Possible reasons for di�erences with other studies:
� Much greater syntactic complexity of the most
informative condition (���)
� Verb �nal sentence structure of German: retrieval
region = sentence wrap up region

� German

wh-pronouns are more informative than
English ones (case)
� Maybe not only reading time e�ects but also answer
task preparation
Implications
� Higher processing e�ort pays o� in terms of better
success at interpretation.
� Processing in non-island and island structures does
not di�er.
� More research on languages with di�ering
morpho-syntax is needed.

Featherston, S. (2008). Thermometer judgments as linguistic evidence. In Riehl, C. M. and Rothe, A., editors, Was ist linguistische Evidenz?, pages 96–90. Shaker Verlag, Aachen.
Frazier, L. and Clifton, C. (2002). Processing “d-linked” phrases. Journal of Psycholinguistic Research, 31(6):633–659.
Hofmeister, P. (2008). Representational Complexity and Memory Retrieval in Language Comprehension. PhD thesis, Stanford University, Palo Alto, CA.
Hofmeister, P. and Sag, I. (2010). Cognitive constraints and island e�ects. Language, 86(2):366–415.

Figure 2: Movement
BW-Bank Konstanz IBAN: DE92 6005 0101 7486 5012 74 ⋅ BIC: SOLA DE ST

Presented at the 19th AMLaP Conference September 2013, Aix-Marseille Université, France
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How does LATEX work?

Glossing & IPA

(1)

a. Der
Mann
schläf -t.
the.nom man.nom sleep -s

By compiling your document, LATEX creates further auxiliary files to improve the
next compilations.

‘The man is sleeping.’
b. Der
Mann
hat dem Jungen ein Buch
über Linguistik
the.nom man.nom has the.dat boy.dat a.acc book.acc about linguistics
gegeben.
give.ptcp.prf

myDocument.tex

your document: .tex

write

your output: .pdf
write

read

myDocument.aux

myDokument.log

‘The man gave the boy a book about linguistics.’
(2)

a. ⟨phonetics⟩
b. /f@".nE.tIks/
c. [f@"nEtIks]

myDokument.pdf
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How does LATEX work?

The auxiliary files can be deleted after your work
is done. They will be created again when you
compile.

The following files are important and should not
be deleted. They are not created in the compiling process:

.log → information about the compiling
process

.tex → this is the document you are
working on.

.bbl → information for the bibliography

.pdf → you can delete your PDF, but this is
what you normally want as result

.nav → information for the navigation
through slides

.bib → this file contains your bibliography
data base (if you have one)

.toc → information for the table of
contents

folder graphics → here could be your
graphics (if you need some)

...
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Overleaf

Overleaf

1

2

6

Characters & spaces

7

Document structure 2

Overleaf is an online LATEX editor.

What is LATEX?

1

Go to: https://www.overleaf.com

2

Log in (if you already registered).

Overleaf
3

3

8

Cross references 1

9

Commenting out

10

Text formatting

11

Text environments

Document structure 1
4

4

5

Preamble
Commands

You should all have got a link to an Overleaf project named after you which is
still empty.
Compile your project: Click on the green button Recompile and see what
happens.
The document can not be compiled since it is empty.
LATEX needs some basic information to know how to properly compile your
document.

You will find the tasks for our course here:
https://www.linguistik.hu-berlin.de/staff/amyp/latex
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Document structure 1

Document structure 1

1

2

3

4

5

6

Characters & spaces

7

Document structure 2

What is LATEX?

A LATEX document consists of (at least) two parts: preamble and body.

LATEX preamble

Overleaf
8

Cross references 1

9

Commenting out

10

Text formatting

part of the document that comes before \begin{document} where you define
global characteristics of the document

Document structure 1

LATEX body

Preamble

everything that comes after \begin{document} and before \end{document},
where you define local characteristics and where you write the content of your
document

Commands
11

Text environments
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Document structure 1

Preamble

Exercise
Insert the following lines in your .tex file and compile.
1

2

3

4

5

6

Characters & spaces

7

Document structure 2

8

Cross references 1

9

Commenting out

10

Text formatting

11

Text environments

What is LATEX?
Overleaf
Document structure 1
Preamble
Commands

Write something after the \end{document} command and compile again.
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Document class

Document class

Document class
Global parameters of the layout can be specified in the documentclass command.
The most commonly used classes are:

You can specify options in your documentclass command.
Font size as default: 10pt, 11pt, 12pt
Default → 10pt
Paper format (in article): letterpaper, a4paper
Default → letterpaper

book for books
article for articles, without chapters, only with sections
beamer for presentations, without chapters, only with sections

Paper format (in scrartcl): paper=a4, paper=letter
See KOMA-Script documentation (Kohm & Morawski 2014).

Variations of these classes (not in American formats) are provided by the
KOMA-Script:
scrbook for books
scrartcl for articles, without chapters, only with sections
(Cf. Kohm & Morawski (2014) and https://www.komascript.de/)
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Preamble

Document class

Meta data

Exercise

Meta data

Specify the following options for your document .tex file and compile.
Specifying the meta data of your document in the preamble:
\author{first name last name \and first name last name}
\title{my title}
\subtitle{my subtitle}
\date{14th Februar 2019}

Other options for date: \date{\today}, \date{}
Default → \date{\today}
Use the command \maketitle after \begin{document} to include this information in your
output.
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Preamble

Meta data

Loading packages

Exercise

Loading Packages

Specify the meta data in your document with two authors, use the \maketitle
command, and try different commands for date.
The functions LATEX offers are restricted. Most extra features you will need
come with packages that you can load in your .tex document.
Packages must be loaded in the preamble of your document.
\usepackage[parameter1, parameter2]{package name}

Normally, LATEX packages are already pre-installed in your TEX distribution
(e.g. MiKTeX or TeXLive).
Almost every other package (with manual) can be downloaded from
CTAN – The Comprehensive TEX Archive Network
With the command usepackage your TEX distribution loads the package
– or downloads it automatically if necessary.
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Preamble

Loading packages

Loading packages

Exercise

These packages are useful:
Encoding (Input): inputenc

\usepackage[utf8]{inputenc}

Language package: babel

\usepackage[ngerman, english]{babel}

Encoding (Font): fontenc

\usepackage[T1]{fontenc}

Font: Latin Modern font family (or libertine)
Blind text: blindtext (or lipsum)

Load the following packages in your document.

\usepackage{lmodern}
\usepackage{blindtext}

URLs: url
Links and cross references: hyperref

\usepackage{url}
\usepackage{hyperref}

\usepackage[bookmarksnumbered, hidelinks]{hyperref}

Change the option T1 to T3 for the package fontenc and see what happens.
Go back to T1.
After your sentence “This is my first LATEX file.”, use the command \blindtext and
see what happens.
Delete the package blindtext, but keep using the command \blindtext and
see what happens.
Load the package blindtext again and recompile.

Sometimes the order in the packages that have been installed can affect the
compilation (e.g. gb4e and forest).
Also, not all packages are compatible with each other or with your compiler
(XeLATEX vs. PDFLATEX).
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Commands

Commands
6
1

2

3

4

5

In LATEX, there are normally 3 types of commands:

Characters & spaces

declarations: backslash + command name
The scope of the command can be defined by an environment or with curly
brackets.

What is LATEX?
7

Document structure 2

8

Cross references 1

9

Commenting out

10

Text formatting

11

Text environments

Overleaf
\declaration ...
{\declaration ...} outside of scope

{\Huge Hello world!} outside of scope

Document structure 1
simple commands: backslash + command name + optional arguments
(square brackets) + obligatory arguments (curly brackets)

Preamble

\name[optional]{obligatory}

Commands

\textit{Text in italics}

environments: begin + end command.
Command applies between begin and end.
\begin{environment}[optional]
...
\end{environment}
31 / 63

\begin{center}
Hello world!
\end{center}
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Commands

Characters & spaces

Exercise

Try the following code in your document:

1

2

3

4

5

6

Characters & spaces

7

Document structure 2

8

Cross references 1

9

Commenting out

10

Text formatting

11

Text environments

What is LATEX?
Overleaf
Document structure 1
Preamble
Commands
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Characters & spaces

Special characters

Special characters

Characters & spaces

escaping with backslash
\# \$ \& \_ \{ \} \%

The following characters can be used without problems:
a...z A...Z 0...9
. , : ; ? ! ‘ ’ " ( ) + - * =

(4)

The umlauts “ä, ö, Ä, Ö, . . . ”, accents “á, à, . . . ” and eszett “ß” (with PDF-LATEX)
can be used loading \usepackage[utf8]{inputenc}.
Another option is to use commands:

#$& {}%

escaping with macros or math mode
\textbackslash \textasciitilde \textasciicircum
\textgreater $>$ \textless $<$ \textbar $\vert$ $|$

\"A \"O \"a \"o \’a \‘o \ss{} \^u \~n

(5)

\"{A} {\"O} {\ss}

(3)

\~^>><<|∣∣

Square brackets [ ] can be used in plain text, but they can also mark the
option of a command (e.g. in \section[short title]{title}).
In this case use them in math mode $[$ text $]$ for the brackets.

ÄÖäöáòßûñ
ÄÖß

The following characters have a special meaning in TEX.
You must escape their function to use them.
(It depends on your compiler e.g. XeLATEX vs. PDFLATEX)

More on special characters:
https://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/LaTeX/Special_Characters

# $ & _ { } \ < > | ~ ^ [ ] %
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Characters & spaces

Space, line break, and paragraph

Space, line break, and paragraph

Space, line break, and paragraph
Example
LATEX has a special treatment of spaces and line breaks to avoid typographic errors:
no difference between blank and tab

This is
a sample
text with too many spaces. Here, I use one
line break.
This is a sample text. Now, I use one blank line.

Consecutive blanks are treated as only one blank.

This is a sample text. Now, I use 3 blank lines.

A blank/tab at the beginning of a line is ignored.
One line break (1x ⟨enter⟩) is interpreted as a blank.

This is a sample text.

One empty line (2x ⟨enter⟩) is interpreted as the end of a paragraph.
This is a sample text with too many spaces. Here, I use one line break. This is a
sample text. Now, I use one blank line.
This is a sample text. Now, I use 3 blank lines.
This is a sample text.

More than one empty line is interpreted as one empty line.
Further commands:
line break: \newline or \\ cause a line break without ending the paragraph.
new page: \newpage or \clearpage
\noindent

prevents the indentation after a line break.
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Document structure 2

Document structure 2
Headlines

Headlines

1

2

3

6

Characters & spaces

7

Document structure 2

8

Cross references 1

Commands for the structure of your text:

What is LATEX?

\part{title}

(only in book/scrbook and report/scrreprt)

\chapter{title}

(only in book/scrbook and report/scrreprt)

\section{title}

Overleaf

\subsection{title}

Document structure 1

\subsubsection{title}
9

Commenting out
\paragraph{title}

4

5

Preamble
10

Text formatting

11

Text environments

\subparagraph{title}

Commands
These commands can be used with an option, e.g.
\section[short title]{long title}

The text in the option – when used – appears in the table of contents and in the
headers, otherwise only the text in the argument is used.
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Document structure 2

Document structure 2

Table of contents

Table of contents

Table of contents

Exercise
Put a section and a subsection in your document, add some dummy text.
Add a table of contents after \maketitle and compile.

To generate a table of contents just include the following command in the body
of your document at the position where you want the toc to appear.
LATEX generates your toc taking the information from your structuring
commands (e.g. \section[short title]{title}).
\tableofcontents

Delete the option english in the babel package. Compile and see what
happens.
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Document structure 2

Document structure 2

Table of contents

Footnotes

Exercise

Footnotes

Step by step, add some errors to your document, recompile, check the error
messages, fix the error and recompile.
To generate a footnote, use the following command at the position where the
footnote index should appear.
\footnote{content of the footnote}

Example
1
2

3
4

Now, put in a chapter, compile, and see what happens. Fix it.
Remove one closing brace from a section command, recompile and see what
happens. Fix it.
Change a \section{} to \Section{}, recompile and see what happens. Fix it.
Choose a section and remove the titles and braces. Recompile and see what
happens. Fix it.

This is a sample text. The only purpose of this text\footnote{A text (literary theory) is
any object that can be read.} is to show how to work with footnotes in
\LaTeX .\footnote{\LaTeX\ is a document preparation system.}
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Cross references 1

Cross references 1

Cross references 1
To work with cross references, you need two things:

1

2

3

4

5

6

Characters & spaces

7

Document structure 2

8

Cross references 1

What is LATEX?
Overleaf

1

a label with an ID: \label{ID}
The ID must be unique for the labelled element in your document.

2

a reference: \ref{ID}
With the ref command, LATEX will take the number of the element labelled
with the given ID and use it for cross references.

The label command must follow (if possible: immediately) the element it is
labelling.

Document structure 1
9

Commenting out

10

Text formatting

The command \pageref{ID} will give you the page on which the labelled element
appears.

Preamble

\section{Introduction}
\label{sec:Intro}

Commands
11

Text environments
To see how cross referencing works, take a look at Section \ref{sec:Intro}
which is on page \pageref{sec:Intro}.
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Cross references 1

Cross references 1

Exercise
For long works, it is useful to have prefixes. They help you to find your references
faster.
sec for sections, subsections, . . .
fig for figures
tab for tables
it for numbered items in lists

Add labels to all sections, subsections, and footnotes in your document.

eq for equations

Write a sentence referring to all labels you have added.

fn for footnotes

Use the \pageref command.

\section{Introduction}
\label{sec:Intro}
To see how cross referencing\footnote{\label{fn:CR}A cross reference is an instance within a
document which refers to related information elsewhere in the same document.} works, take a
look at Section \ref{sec:Intro} which is on page \pageref{sec:Intro}
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Commenting out

Commenting out

Commenting out
6
1

2

3

4

5

In LATEX, text following the character % in a line will be ignored.

Characters & spaces

hiding code/text, without deleting it;

What is LATEX?
7

Document structure 2

8

Cross references 1

9

Commenting out

10

Text formatting

11

Text environments

finding errors in sections;
avoiding blanks and empty lines in a long input line;

Overleaf

writing comments without seeing it in the output.

Document structure 1
This is a sample text. %These are just notes
%Here is a special characters and a command: & \small

Preamble

A comment can divide a word:
Rindfleischetikettierungs% 5 morphemes
überwachungsaufgaben% 6 morphemes
übertragungsgesetz.

Commands

This is a sample text.
A comment can divide a word: Rindfleischetikettierungsüberwachungsaufgabenübertragungsgesetz.
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Text formatting

Text formatting
6
1

2

3

4

5

What is

Characters & spaces

\textbf{bold}
\textit{italics}
\textsl{slanted}
\emph{emphasized}
{\it test \textup{upright} test}
\texttt{typewriter}
\textsc{small caps}
ex\textsuperscript{up}
ex\textsubscript{down}

LAT

EX?
7

Document structure 2

8

Cross references 1

9

Commenting out

10

Text formatting

11

Text environments

Overleaf
Document structure 1
Preamble

bold
italics
slanted
emphasized
test upright test
typewriter
small caps
exup
exdown

Some of these commands can be also used as declarations.

Commands

\itshape or \it
\upshape
\scshape or \sc
\bfseries or \bf
\ttfamily or \tt
\sffamily or \sf
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Text formatting

Text formatting

Exercise
{\tiny tiny}
{\scriptsize scsize}
{\footnotesize fnsize}
{\small small}
{\normalsize normal}
{\large large}
{\Large Large}
{\LARGE LARGE}
{\huge huge}
{\Huge Huge}

tiny

scsize

fnsize

Play around with some of the following commands:

small

normal

\textit{}

\small

\itshape

large

\textbf{}

\large

\upshape

Large

\textsc{}

\normalsize

\scshape

LARGE

\textup{}

\footnotesize

\bfseries

huge

\texttt{}

\scriptsize

\ttfamily

\emph{}

\tiny

\sffamily

Huge

\textsubscript{}
\textsuperscript{}

The commands for font size can be used as declarations or as environments.

Try to embed them in other commands, e.g. for bold and italics or for small
caps and bold.

\begin{huge}
Hello World!
\end{huge}

Use % to comment out some text.
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Text environments

Text environments

1

2

6

Characters & spaces

7

Document structure 2

8

Cross references 1

9

Commenting out

10

Text formatting

11

Text environments

What is LATEX?
Overleaf

You will normally need the following text environments:
quotations,

3

4

5

Document structure 1
lists,
abstracts,

Preamble
Commands
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Text environments

Text environments

Quotations

List environments

Quotations

List environments

There are two environments for quotations: quote and quotation. Both show a
different output depending on the document class (e.g. beamer vs. article).

LATEX has 3 pre-defined and 1 general list environments:

This is a sentence before the \texttt{quote} environment.
\begin{quote}
Furthermore, each actual ‘‘language’’ will incorporate a periphery of borrowings, historical
residues, inventions, and so on, which we can hardly expect to -- and indeed would not want
to -- incorporate within a principled theory of UG. [\dots]

itemize,
enumerate,
description,
list.
Every environment begins with the \begin{ } and ends with the \end{ } command.
Each point on the list begins with \item.

Viewed against the reality of what a particular person may have inside his head, core
grammar is an idealization. \hfill (Chomsky,~1981:~8)
\end{quote}
This is a sentence after the \texttt{quote} environment.

\begin{itemize}
\item syntax
\item semantics

This is a sentence before the quote environment.
Furthermore, each actual “language” will incorporate a periphery of borrowings, historical residues, inventions, and so on, which we can hardly expect to – and indeed
would not want to – incorporate within a principled theory of UG. [. . . ]
Viewed against the reality of what a particular person may have inside his head, core
grammar is an idealization.
(Chomsky, 1981: 8)

syntax
semantics

\begin{itemize}
\item lexical semantics
\item propositional semantics
\end{itemize}
\item morphology
\end{itemize}

This is a sentence after the quote environment.

lexical semantics
propositional semantics

morphology
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Text environments

Text environments

List environments

List environments

Combining lists

The description list can be used for terms with their definitions.
\begin{description}
\item[Morpheme:] smallest grammatical unit in a language bearing a meaning

Lists can be combined with and embedded in other list types.

\begin{description}
\item[Allomorph:] (phonetic) variant of a morpheme
\end{description}

\begin{description}
\item[Morpheme:] smallest grammatical
unit in a language bearing a meaning

\item[Phoneme:] systematic unit of sound (or gesture in the case of sign
languages, see chereme) that distinguish one word from another in a particular
language
\end{description}

\begin{itemize}
\item minimal unit in morphology
\item subtypes:
\begin{enumerate}
\item roots
\item prefixes
\item suffixes
\item \dots
\end{enumerate}

Morpheme: smallest grammatical unit in a language bearing a meaning
Allomorph: (phonetic) variant of a morpheme
Phoneme: systematic unit of sound (or gesture in the case of sign languages,
see chereme) that distinguish one word from another in a
particular language

Morpheme: smallest grammatical
unit in a language
bearing a meaning
minimal unit in
morphology
subtypes:
1
2
3

\end{itemize}

4

roots
prefixes
suffixes
...

\end{description}
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Text environments

Text environments

List environments

Abstract

Customizing lists

Abstract

Bullet points can be customized with an optional parameter.
\begin{itemize}
\item standard symbol
\item[+] customized
\item[--] customized
\item[--] customized
\end{itemize}

For automatic abstracts, use the option abstracton in the \documentclass command.
\begin{abstract}
An abstract is a brief summary of a research article, thesis, or any in-depth
analysis of a particular subject and is often used to help the reader quickly
ascertain the paper’s purpose.\par
When used, an abstract always appears at the beginning of a manuscript, acting
as the point-of-entry for any given academic paper.
\end{abstract}

standard symbol
+ customized
– customized
– customized

\begin{enumerate}
\item standard symbol
\item[+] customized
\item[+] customized
\item[--] customized
\item standard symbol
\end{enumerate}

Abstract
1

standard symbol
An abstract is a brief summary of a research article, thesis, or any in-depth
analysis of a particular subject and is often used to help the reader quickly
ascertain the paper’s purpose.
When used, an abstract always appears at the beginning of a manuscript, acting
as the point-of-entry for any given academic paper.

+ customized
+ customized
– customized
2

standard symbol
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Text environments

Internet sources

Abstract

Exercise

Internet sources I
Graphic: File Extensions – xkcd, A webcomic of romance, sarcasm, math, and language
https://xkcd.com/1301
Link: Akzente und Sonderzeichen in LATEX
https://de.wikibooks.org/wiki/LaTeX/_Akzente_und_Sonderzeichen
Link: CTAN – The Comprehensive TEX Archive Network
http://www.ctan.org
Link: KOMA-Script
https://www.komascript.de
Link: LATEX Special Characters
https://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/LaTeX/Special_Characters
Link: Overleaf
https://www.overleaf.com
Link: The LATEX Project
https://www.latex-project.org
Link: TEX – LATEX Stack Exchange
https://tex.stackexchange.com
Link: TEX – LATEX Stack Exchange: Typeset the shrug emoji
https://tex.stackexchange.com/q/279100
Software (Distribution): MiKTeX
https://miktex.org
Software (Distribution): TeXLive
http://tug.org/texlive
Software (Editor): TeXstudio
https://www.texstudio.org

Download the PDF myTeXguide01.pdf and replicate its content changing
your actual file. We are now building our own LATEX guide.
https://www.linguistik.hu-berlin.de/de/staff/amyp//latex20sfb/mytexguide-01.pdf

Do not forget to label all sections (and subsections) as well as all footnotes.
EXTRA:
Change your documentclass to scrbook and recompile. What differences do
you see?
Add a \chapter above the \sections and recompile.
Change the documentclass back to scrartcl and recompile.
Comment out the line with \chapter and recompile.
Add some \subsections \subsubsections and \paragraphs.
Add \tableofcontents at the beginning, add another \tableofcontents at the end.
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